
Majesco P&C Core Suite
A powerful core suite for P&C personal, commercial, workers compensation, specialty 
and new products such as parametric and on-demand empowering accelerated 
business growth and innovation



Purpose Built. Future Ready.
Tremendous changes are on the horizon for 
insurance. While many insurers implemented 
modern core systems on-premise over the last 
two decades, the shift to next-generation core 
systems that embrace platform technologies 
including cloud, APIs, microservices, artificial 
intelligence or machine learning and ecosystems 
are crucial for insurers to compete in today’s 
new digital era of insurance.

In this new landscape, replacing legacy core 
systems is the bare minimum. Next-generation 
core platforms not only replace legacy, but 
provide broader digital, data and functional 
capabilities with new technologies that enable innovation of new business models, products, channels, 
processes and more to meet fast changing customer expectations, needs and risk profiles with speed. To 
capitalize on this market shift, insurers need a next generation robust core platform that delivers speed 
to value, scales easily, and delivers seamless and frequent content and software upgrades that keep 
insurers on the leading edge and future ready.
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A Suite of Powerful Core Solutions
Majesco P&C Core Suite includes a distinct, yet fully integrated, set of solutions that together provide 
the flexibility and speed to innovate all while driving significant and sustainable growth, putting the 
power in the insurer’s hands.  
Built on a common configurable platform that empowers both IT and business users with a rich, pre-built 
content – and the power to make changes easily and independently – insurers can achieve new levels of 
visibility, agility and speed to manage and adapt their business. 

Majesco Policy for P&C

A market-leading, 
comprehensive and 
advanced policy 
management system that 
provides full lifecycle 
processing capabilities for 
all lines of P&C insurance, 
including new innovative 
products.

Majesco Billing for P&C

The most widely adopted, 
award winning solution that 
enables insurers to support 
risk products and value-
added service to enhance 
customer experience, 
improve cash flow, reduce 
daily sales outstanding 
and increase operational 
efficiencies.

Majesco Claims for P&C

Supports the entire 
claims process and 
settlement cycle with all-
encompassing functionality 
including: FNOL setup, 
claims setup, processing, 
fraud assessment, 
cat management and 
settlement.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/majesco
https://twitter.com/Majesco_Inc
https://www.facebook.com/MajescoInc/
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Business Value Delivered. Today and Tomorrow.

Supporting all lines of business with extensive ready-to-use bureau and product content, pre-
configured processes for all products and states with over 4,000 forms, 14,000 data fields and 
40,000 rules to accelerate implementation.

 “Leading carriers have no time to waste and are looking for a holistic approach to solving business problems. While feature/
functionality remains important, they’re looking for solutions that solve the problems of how to launch products more quickly, 
how to deliver a differentiated customer experience more successfully, and how to leverage analytics more successfully.”    

– Karlyn Carnahan, 
   Head of Property Casualty, North America
    Celent

All Lines of 
P&C Business

Pre-defined and ready-to-use content, including ISO-based rates, rules and forms, accessed through 
an intuitive, web-based user experience that can be quickly deployed or customized to achieve 
competitive market position.

Foundation of 
Ready to Use 
Content

Built on a common configurable platform, provides business users and IT developers new levels of 
visibility, agility, and speed to managing their insurance business.

Business User 
Configurability 

Proactive and automated monthly updates of new features and functionality for the Majesco 
software as well as Bureau lines rates, rules and forms to keep your business up to date and 
ensure you are compliant with all regulatory changes.

Seamless, No 
Touch, Automated 
Upgrades 

Cloud enabled and bundled with expert services for a true competitive advantage; the system 
can be implemented standalone and integrated within the insurers IT landscape or implemented 
as an enterprise end-to-end suite to support the entire business value chain.

Cloud Enabled

Proactive and automated monthly updates of new features and functionality for the Majesco 
software as well as Bureau lines rates, rules and forms to keep your business up to date and 
ensure you are compliant with all regulatory changes.

Next-Generation 
Architecture, 
Open Standards

Pre-integrated with Majesco Digital1st® Insurance Platform to help deliver personalized and 
engaging experiences to enhance user satisfaction and business growth.Digital Ready

Pre-integrated to Majesco Insurance Data & Analytics Platform and Enterprise Data Warehouse to 
quickly collect, curate and analyze data from all sources, new and traditional, to drive actionable 
insights.

Data Rich

Leverage the largest repository of survey data with a deep integration to Loss Control 360 with 
access to 16M+ surveys and 200M+ tagged photos of specific risks used with AI/ML models to 
identify and assess risks coupled with policy, billing and claims data for close-loop analytics

Embedded 
Artificial 
Intelligence and 
Machine Learning
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